Abstract What do Brian May (the Queen's lead guitarist), William Herschel and the Jupiter Symphony have in common? And a white dwarf, a piano and Lagartija Nick? At first glance, there is no connection between them, nor between Music and Astronomy. However, there are many revealing examples of musical Astronomy and astronomical Music. This four-page proceeding describes the sonorous poster that we showed during the VIII Scientific Meeting of the Spanish Astronomical Society.
La Música y la Astronomía
Music and Astronomy, together with Arithmetic and Geometry, were the four subjects of the quadrivium taught in Scholastic medieval universities: "Music is the Continuous In Motion, Astronomy is the Discrete In Motion". In Greek mythology, two of the nine Muses were Euterpe, the goddess of Music and lyric poetry, and Urania, the goddess of Astronomy. The ibis-headed Egyptian deity Thoth, the Pacifier of the Gods, was the god of the Music and Astronomy, apart from the Moon, Geometry, Medicine, drawing, writing... However, there is no apparent link between Music and Astronomy.
The separation between Music and Astronomy is only superficial, as already noticed by Pythagoras in his Musica Universalis. Sometimes, we (the astronomers) use Music for "visualising" some astrophyisical mechanisms, such as pulsations of white dwarfs and red giants, magnetic fields and stellar winds of massive stars or energetic phenomena in outer atmospheres of the Solar System planets. Caballero (2007) gave numerous examples of musical Astronomy and astronomical Music (Fig. 1) 
"Astromusic"
We prepared a poster (Fig. 2) and a music compact disc (CD) to be heard only during the coffee breaks of the VIII Scientific Meeting of the Spanish Astronomical Society (Sociedad Española de Astronomía) held in Santander, 7-11 July 2008. The contribution fitted the section "Teaching, dissemination and popularisation of Astronomy" ("Enseñanza, difusión y divulgación de la Astronomía").
The CD consisted of 20 tracks, splitted into one prelude (track #1), three interludes (tracks #6, #11 and #16) and four groups of musical themes and excerpts separated by the interludes. These groups were classical music (tracks #2-5), electronica and new age (tracks #7 
